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			Most security professionals don't have the words "security" or "hacker" in their job title. Instead, as a developer or admin you often have to fit in security alongside your official responsibilities - building and maintaining computer systems. Implement the basics of good security now, and you'll have a solid foundation if you bring in a dedicated security staff later. Identify the weaknesses in your system, and defend against the attacks most likely to compromise your organization, without needing to become a trained security professional.

		
			Computer security is a complex issue. But you don't have to be an expert in all the esoteric details to prevent many common attacks. Attackers are opportunistic and won't use a complex attack when a simple one will do. You can get a lot of benefit without too much complexity, by putting systems and processes in place that ensure you aren't making the obvious mistakes. Secure your systems better, with simple (though not always easy) practices.

		
			Plan to patch often to improve your security posture. Identify the most common software vulnerabilities, so you can avoid them when writing software. Discover cryptography - how it works, how easy it is to get wrong, and how to get it right. Configure your Windows computers securely. Defend your organization against phishing attacks with training and technical defenses.

		
			Make simple changes to harden your system against attackers.

		
			What You Need:

		
			You don't need any particular software to follow along with this book. Examples in the book describe security vulnerabilities and how to look for them. These examples will be more interesting if you have access to a code base you've worked on. Similarly, some examples describe network vulnerabilities and how to detect them. These will be more interesting with access to a network you support.
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Clean Code: A Handbook of Agile Software Craftsmanship (Robert C. Martin Series)Prentice Hall, 2008

	Even bad code can function. But if code isn’t clean, it can bring a development organization to its knees. Every year, countless hours and significant resources are lost because of poorly written code. But it doesn’t have to be that way.

	

	Noted software expert Robert C. Martin presents a revolutionary paradigm with...
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Juniper and Cisco Routing: Policy and Protocols for Multivendor NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Obtain a clear understanding of how routing information and traffic flows on a multivendor network
Routing policies for networks are often complex and not well understood. Many books detail the operation of routing protocols such as OSPF or BGP, but none place the protocols in the context of routing policies and the real world of ISP peering...
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Git MagicCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2010

	Git is a version control Swiss army knife. A reliable versatile multipurpose revision control tool whose extraordinary flexibility makes it tricky to learn, let alone master. As Arthur C. Clarke observed, any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic. This is a great way to approach Git: newbies can ignore its inner...
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What's Science Ever Done For Us: What the Simpsons Can Teach Us About Physics, Robots, Life, and the UniverseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	A playful and entertaining look at science on The Simpsons

	

	This amusing book explores science as presented on the longest-running and most popular animated TV series ever made: The Simpsons. Over the years, the show has examined such issues as genetic mutation, time travel, artificial intelligence, and even aliens....
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Microsoft  SharePoint  Products and Technologies Administrator's Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2007
Get fast answers for the day-to-day administration of Windows SharePoint Services 3.0 and Office SharePoint Server 2007. Zero in on core support and maintenance tasks using quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You’ll get the precise information you need to get the job done-whether you’re at your desk or in the field!
...
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Firefox and Thunderbird Garage (The Garage Series)Prentice Hall, 2005
Welcome to the next Internet revolution

Enter your Firefox and Thunderbird Garage...where you master the incredible free software that's helping millions of people use the Web and email faster, more efficiently, and more safely. Your guides know Firefox and Thunderbird better than anyone....
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